HAVING IT ALL…

THE EASE OF... 

grain, Charcoal Woodgrain or Liquid Black dash panels and colors provide a dramatic setting for the Dark Wood - perceptive eye. MyWay™ upgrades put you further in the changeable, rewarding those with creative imagination and a Vision graphics. With FormulaFlex, accent colors are interchangeable, allowing you to choose upholstery base, accent and piping colors to further communicate your individuality. The latest technology updates keep you connected with multiple USB charging ports, Bluetooth and luminous blue-lit LED & Audio® cockpit speakers as standards.

The 45’s coupe top opens effortlessly, smooth lines extending aft, while the integrated SunShade™ allows you to upgrade automatically please your preference for sun or shade over the convertible aft-facing sun lounge. The forward cockpit glass enclosure stunningly extends cabin benefits with complete climate control, while maintaining your panoramic view from the luxurious Ultraleather® Pontoon lounge.

The inviting 45 Yacht cabin reflects your inspired flair through personal selection of residential cabinetry finishes, hand-polished upscale Corian countertops, attractive flooring surfaces, luxurious Ultraleather® upholstery and beautifully coordinating fabric options. Cabin themes of Gulf Sand, Pebble Beach, Silver Surf and Midnight Treasure or the elegant Ralph Lauren® upgrade offer a broad scope in décor possibilities. FormulaFlex allows the enjoyable experience of designing your own, entirely unique, personalized Formula. Complete sets of photos and tumblers. The U-shaped lounge along with two stowable stools surround a genuine inlaid wood table. The forward master suite is centered by a queen size memory foam bed and provides a private head with separate shower compartment. The private guest suite aft offers a mirrored vanity sink and head with twin beds also expand into queen size for inviting guest use. The twin beds also expand into queen size for inviting guest use. Formula knows how important your time on the water is whether you have a few hours, a weekend, or longer journeys in mind; the Formula 45 Yacht is for you.

We build for you, not for the masses. Your one-of-a-kind FormulaYacht is designed, built, and personalized to your specific requirements and dreams, so that you can enjoy the adoration and awe you inspire others. Design your best of times with FormulaFlex™ to personalize graphics, upholstery, and finish to achieve the extraordinary standard of quality required in a Formula.

New Metallic colors for 2017 in Crystal Blue Metallic and Sandstone Metallic offer options for our stunning A, B and Vision graphics. With FormulaFlex, accent colors are interchangeable, allowing you to choose upholstery base, accent and piping colors to further communicate your individuality. The latest technology updates keep you connected with multiple USB charging ports, Bluetooth and luminous blue-lit LED & Audio® cockpit speakers as standards.

Formula presents the 2017 line of best designed, best built pleasure boats on the water today. The over 43 years of ongoing advancement in marine manufacturing, Formula’s tradition of excellence continues to surpass expectations with the ultimate goal of providing consistently gratifying experiences on the water with family and friends.

Since 1976, Formula has been 100% owned and managed by the Porter family. Focused on continual product improvement throughout the line, from the smallest Bowrider to the superlative 45 Yacht, a dedicated team of employees do their best every day, combining premium materials with detailed fit and finish to achieve the extraordinary standard of quality required in a Formula.

As life-long boaters, the Porters realize the importance of responsive, customer-oriented service for owners. Addressing issues through area dealerships, authorized service centers, and the technical assistance team located at the manufacturing facility.

In the cockpit, striking dash, wetbar and table gelcoat colors provide a dramatic setting for the Dark Wood - perceptive eye. MyWay™ upgrades put you further in the designersen’s seat with the full range of Pantone® and automotive colors at your fingertips. Want your Formula to match your vehicle? Or your alma mater? Or the color of her eyes? You can do that with FormulaFlex MyWay.

Formula quality is reflected in the 575,000 square foot manufacturing facility situated specifically for powerboat production. Rated as one of America’s best built pleasure boats, Formula is designed, built, and personalized to your specific requirements and dreams, so that you can enjoy the adoration and awe you inspire others. Design your best of times with FormulaFlex™ to personalize graphics, upholstery, and finish to achieve the extraordinary standard of quality required in a Formula.

The Porters invite you to join the ever-growing family of boaters who experience a reassuring difference with Formula. That difference is the result of fine-tuned design, authentic craftsmanship and a company-wide insistence on excellence. It means you’ll enjoy more priceless moments with family and friends each time you boat. The Porter family promise wouldn’t settle for less and neither should you!
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THE FORMULA DIFFERENCE
BEST FROM START TO FINISH

FORMULA CABIN – A SUMPTUOUS RETREAT

- Luxurious UltraLeather® Lounges, beautifully finished cabinetry, upscale Corian® surfaces and solid wood tables for a pleasing residential environment
- Décor selections feature fabrics that enhance each theme – even further personalization with FormulaFlex
- Choice of custom quilted bedspread with reversible pillow shams, linens and embroidered towel sets
- Woodgrain-finish flooring and wood entry steps complement your selected cabin décor
- Wall and ceiling panels fit precisely – no tell-tale bead welt or screw cap covers to mask shortcut assembly

LAMINATION PROCEDURES ASSURE DURABLE BEAUTY

- Computer-programmed cutting produces custom-ply fiberglass and Coremat® shapes
- Hand-laid composites and resin carefully layered with optimal cure time in thoroughly maintained molds
- High shear strength Corecell™ in foredeck and hullsides
- Premium AME® SOGI resin in first two hull layers – no barrier coat needed as with lower grade resins
- Every square inch at its strongest – no problem areas to patch with Kevlar strips

SUPERIOR STRUCTURAL REINFORCEMENT ASSURES LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE

- Yacht Matrix – A unified fiberglass grid bonded to the hull with flexure® adhesive
- Matte foam filled for vibration dampening and solid ride
- Additional structural reinforcement – custom fiberglass shapes, or pultrusions, along gunwales
- Déck and hull insensible – chemical flexure® bond plus stainless steel bolts throughout heavy backing plates

LAMINATION PROCEDURES ASSURE DURABLE BEAUTY

- Hand-laid composites and resin carefully layered with optimal cure time in thoroughly maintained molds
- High shear strength Corecell™ in foredeck and hullsides
- Premium AME® SOGI resin in first two hull layers – no barrier coat needed as with lower grade resins
- Every square inch at its strongest – no problem areas to patch with Kevlar strips

FORMULA ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS KEEP YOU ON THE WATER

- Connections individually hand-cramped and heat-sealed with double-wall shrink tubing using corrosion-resistant tin wire
- Never using less reliable, pre-insulated connector common in the industry
- For longer runs, color-coded wiring neatly routed through flexible, protective conduit
- Easy reset 30A circuit breakers.shield systems from excess current damage
- Heavy-duty marine-grade AGM house batteries installed for added reliability
- Engines equipped with dedicated dual starting batteries

ONLY THE BEST COMPONENTS MAKE IT INTO A FORMULA

- Formula tests extensively for quality and endurance
- If a proposed item fails, it won’t be in your Formula
- All racing is low-silicon, 30L stainless steel
- Highest marine grade available
- 316 stainless custom cleats installed with stainless lock nuts and backing plates
- Virtually all hardware is 316 stainless, far superior to merely electropolished, lower grade stainless
- Hardware thru-bolted with chrome-plated stainless fasteners rather than tapped aluminum plates
- Inserting flexible O-rings ensures a watertight seal

VIBRANT, LONG LASTING FINISH FAR SURPASSES ALL OTHERS

- Premium, Aging Maxguard™ LE gelcoat – the base on all Formulas
- Unique Axalta® Chromapremier® basecoat/ Imron® Elite clearcoat graphic process never chalks, fades or needs to be buffed back like the colored gelcoat others commonly use
- Multi-stage process creates brilliant metallic designs – impossible with gelcoat or Imron paint alone
- Stunning graphics with no accent tape striping applied
- Wide selection of color and design options – unlimited personalized color expression with FormulaFlex™ MyWay™ upgrade

GENUINE CORIAN COUNTERTOPS

- Not an imitator
- Advanced blend of natural materials and pure acrylic polymer
- Uniquely hand-crafted by Formula
- Remarkably durable, seamless surface
- Nonporous and easy to clean – stains do not penetrate
- Remarkably durable – spills wipe up easily

AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT OFFERS THE LATEST IN TECHNOLOGY

- Premium AM/FM stereo system with subwoofer and high power amplifiers
- Satellite radio
- Multiple USB charging ports and Bluetooth
- Full color LED and onion LED 3D Blu-ray disc player
- Also features Bose® Lifestyle® surround sound home theater system with five Direct Reflecting® speakers and powered subwoofer

FORMULA IS FAMOUS FOR PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE

- Unique performance heritage with 61 years offshore boating experience
- Proven deep-V hull configuration
- Smooth ride with responsive handling
- Solid, enjoyable smooth ride

FORMULA CABIN – A SUMPTUOUS RETREAT

- Luxurious UltraLeather® Lounges, beautifully finished cabinetry, upscale Corian® surfaces and solid wood tables for a pleasing residential environment
- Decor selections feature fabrics that enhance each theme – even further personalization with FormulaFlex
- Choice of custom quilted bedspread with reversible pillow shams, linens and embroidered towel sets
- Woodgrain-finish flooring and wood entry steps complement your selected cabin decor
- Wall and ceiling panels fit precisely – no tell-tale bead welt or screw cap covers to mask shortcut assembly

EXTENDED L-BRACKETS SECURE CABINETY UNITS TO THE HULL

- Cabinet doors remain closed underwater with perfect joinery and top quality locking latches
- Drawers all premium dovetailed hardwood maple construction

A FORMULA STANDOUT FEATURE

- CAD/CAM routers cut, drill and shape materials for exacting assembly and fit
- Cabinetry constructed with thru-bolted aluminum and stainless steel extended L-brackets
- Extended L-brackets secure cabinetry units to the hull
- Cabinet doors remain closed underwater with perfect joinery and top quality locking latches
- Drawers all premium dovetailed hardwood maple construction

FREEZE FRAME FOR FORMULA

- Premium AM/FM stereo system with subwoofer and high power amplifiers
- Satellite radio
- Multiple USB charging ports and Bluetooth
- Full color LED and onion LED 3D Blu-ray disc player
- Also features Bose® Lifestyle® surround sound home theater system with five Direct Reflecting® speakers and powered subwoofer

FORMULA ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS KEEP YOU ON THE WATER

- Connections individually hand-cramped and heat-sealed with double-wall shrink tubing using corrosion-resistant tin wire
- Never using less reliable, pre-insulated connector common in the industry
- For longer runs, color-coded wiring neatly routed through flexible, protective conduit
- Easy reset 30A circuit breakers shield systems from excess current damage
- Heavy-duty marine-grade AGM house batteries installed for added reliability
- Engines equipped with dedicated dual starting batteries

FLAWLESS HIGH-GLOSS CABINETY

- Solid, precision construction at its core
- CAD/CAM routers cut, drill and shape materials for exacting assembly and fit
- Cabinetry constructed with thru-bolted aluminum and stainless steel extended L-brackets
- Extended L-brackets secure cabinetry units to the hull
- Cabinet doors remain closed underwater with perfect joinery and top quality locking latches
- Drawers all premium dovetailed hardwood maple construction
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- Extended L-brackets secure cabinetry units to the hull
- Cabinet doors remain closed underwater with perfect joinery and top quality locking latches
- Drawers all premium dovetailed hardwood maple construction
FOR A DAY FULL OF FUN
EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FORMULA'S HELM STATION ASSURES CONFIDENT COMMAND
FORMULA'S TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GROUP (TAG) OFFERS VITAL SUPPORT
FORMULA ENGINE ROOMS OFFER REASSURING SAFEGUARDS
EACH FORMULA MUST PASS EXTENSIVE TESTING
FORMULA'S CHEMICAL ENGINEER, FORMULA'S ENGINEER, FORMULA'S AMMENDED ENGINEER
FORMULA'S QUALITY PROGRAM ASSISTS A TEAM OF INSPECTORS TO EXAMINE EACH FINISHED BOAT AS IF THEY WERE THE BUYER — REINFORCES THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSIDERATE, PREMIUM QUALITY THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE FACILITY.
FORMULA CONSISTENTLY EARNS THE COVETED MARINE INDUSTRY CSI AWARD
FORMULA SERVICE KEEPS OWNERS ON THE WATER THROUGH A QUALIFIED NETWORK
FORMULA'S TEAM GOAL IS OWNER SATISFACTION AND SAFETY
THE FORMULA TEAM GOAL IS OWNER SATISFACTION AND SAFETY
THE FORMULA DIFFERENCE
AND THAT MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD!

FORMULA COCKPITS LEAD IN VERSATILITY AND CROWD-PLEASING COMFORT
• Multi-purpose design innovations bring more fulfilling experiences on the water
• Cockpit seating cleverly transforms for cruising adventures or relaxing conversations in the round
• Beautifully integrated steps and deck walkway for ease and safety

FORMULA'S HELM STATION ASSURES CONFIDENT COMMAND
• Double-wide seating with options to sit, stand or rest on the upright seat — available in UltraLeather™
• Sturdy composite dash features electronic shift and throttle controls, IPS joystick docking system and intuitive waterproof rocker switches
• Positioning of electronics can be further customized with FormulaFlex™

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR A DAY FULL OF FUN
• Integrated wetbar, a Formula hallmark, with genuine Corian® counter, large sink, trash container, ice chest and refrigerator/ice maker combo for easy entertaining
• The highest number of polished stainless steel drink holders within easy reach

SUPERIOR SEATING WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS
• Waterproof marine materials — no wood throughout cockpit
• Rotocast, Starboard® and Starlite® XL seat cores guarantee longevity
• Press-shaped, contoured anti-microbial foam components
• Remarkable DriFast® foam does not retain water
• Computer-patterned and CNC cut shapes assembled into highly detailed forms by skilled sewers
• Rugged, outdoor-grade vinyl upholstery — higher density, tear-resistant with special backing
• 36-ounce White, Moondust and Morning Sand base vinyls treated with Pre-Fixx® to resist staining
• Accent vinyls color-permeated throughout
• High-grade Tenara® thread does not deteriorate from UV, cleaning agents or saltwater

FORMULA'S TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GROUP (TAG) OFFERS VITAL SUPPORT
• Quick, accurate advice to dealers helps resolve service issues
• Timely updates to dealers on product changes and service programs

FORMULA ENGINE ROOMS OFFER REASSURING SAFEGUARDS
• Powered engine access with neatly integrated hatch seal
• Day hatch allows for quick fluid checks
• Standard automatic fire extinguishing system
• IPS engines bolted into stringer-integrated aluminum plates — far superior to lag screwing directly to stringers as in most other boats

EACH FORMULA MUST PASS EXTENSIVE TESTING
• All boat instruments and systems fully engaged and evaluated in a test tank
• Engines are powered up and run through diagnostics while in gear
• Continuous water spray confirms seals around deck hatches, hardware and along windshield
• New hull design, engine package, materials and equipment evaluated, through testing of open water
• Formula’s Quality Program assigns a team of inspectors to examine each finished boat as if they were the buyer — reinforces the importance of considerate, premium quality throughout the entire facility.
• New owners enjoy The Formula Difference from day one

FORMULA CONSISTENTLY EARNS THE COVETED MARINE INDUSTRY CSI AWARD
• Earned awards in Sterndrive BR and Sterndrive Cuddy and Express
• Important customer satisfaction achievement — check other boat companies for their industry ratings

FORMULA SERVICE KEEPS OWNERS ON THE WATER THROUGH A QUALIFIED NETWORK
• Formula dealers offer expert full service along with new and pre-owned sales
• Over 100 other locations designated as Formula Authorized Service Centers
• Find all locations on the Formula website

THE FORMULA TEAM GOAL IS OWNER SATISFACTION AND SAFETY
• Formula is National Marine Manufacturers Association Certified, using American Boat and Yacht Council standards

THE FORMULA DIFFERENCE
AND THAT MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD!
45 YACHT

MIDNIGHT BLUE METALLIC
FLAGSHIP GRAPHIC A
W/ DEEP RED AND MOONLIGHT SILVER ACCENTS
WHITE COCKPIT WITH MIDNIGHT BLUE ACCENT STRIPING

45 YACHT SPECIFICATIONS

LOA 48´2˝ 14.68 m
LOA Less Bow Platform 45´0˝ 13.72 m
Maximum Beam 13´11˝ 4.24 m
Approximate Weight 31,800 lbs 14,242 kg
Cabin Headroom 6´11˝ 2.11 m
Guest Stateroom Headroom 5´8˝ 1.73 m
Fuel Capacity 350 gal 1,325 L
Water Capacity 100 gal 379 L
Holding Tank Capacity 78 gal 295 L
Bridge Clearance w/mast light 16´1˝ 4.90 m
Draft 39˝ .99 m
Deadrise 15° 18°

WWW.FORMULABOATS.COM
RALPH LAUREN
FABRIC PACKAGE

High-Gloss Wenge Cabinet with
Shoreline Corian®, Quicksilver Ultraleather™ and Birch Flooring
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